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trend: from standard 
lectures to xMOOCs

some lessons learnt:
• from 45 min 

videos to series of 
6 min. clips

• from captured 
lectures to 
interaction in 
forums

• from listening to 
carrying out 
(joint) activities



• of course, too simple a portrayal of the 
current situation (many MOOCs around)

• but still

• MOOC design takes lecturing as its 
point of departure

• ignores decades of design experience, 
especially in open distance learning
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• ODL history is one of design from 
scratch

• to cater for adult learners, who learn 
‘on the side’ (target group)

• in ever more technologically smart 
learning environments (context)

• from lifelong learning to part-time 
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Now: challenge

• get the best out of the meeting of both 
traditions: ODL and BML

• by taking design seriously (follow an 
‘engineering approach’)

• (so no design defaults anymore)



Design philosophies

• Dave Merrill’s first principles of instruction 

• Diana Laurillard Pedagogical Patterns

• Graínna Conole’s Learning Design

• Peter Goodyear’s Architectures

• Mor & Mogilevski’s Learning Design Inquiry
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Merrill’s first principles

• Demo new knowledge to students, not 
just tell them about it

• Build on their prior knowledge 

• Have them apply new knowledge

• Have them solve authentic problems

• Integrate new knowledge in their world 
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Laurillard’s pedagogical 
patterns

• Learning through knowledge acquisition

• Learning by investigating

• Learning by discussing

• Learning by applying

• Learning through collaboration
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Mor & Mogilevski, 2013



Design Inquiry 
Learning

• not:  teach theory to improve practice

• train teachers to become learning 
designers

• let them design collaboratively,  in small 
groups

• support them with dedicated tools (LDS)
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Steps in DLI

• Imagine (challenge, Dreambazar) 

• Investigate (involve users, NGM)

• Inspire & Ideate (use creativity techn.)

• Prototype (make mock-ups)

• Evaluate & Reflect (use formal research 
methods, qualitative & quantitative)
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Take home message

• design new educational arrangements

• use a design methodology, like DLI LDS

• design from the ground up, there are no 
default truths

• bonus: this helps to refine theory 
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Thank you!

mail peter[dot]sloep[at]ou[dot]nl

Twitter [at]pbsloep

blog http://pbsloep.blogspot.com/ 

Scoop.it! http://www.scoop.it/t/
networked-learning-learning-networks

LinkedIn http://www.linkedin.com/
profile/view?id=10357286&trk=tab_pro
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